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Abstract - Linux-based storage clustering software, SANtopia 
Volume Manager (SVM), has provided various online volume 
management features to support enterprise computing in SAN 
environment in which a number of storages and host computers 
are connected with each other through fiber channel. The online 
snapshot i s  one of the representative features provided hy SVM 
and enables online backup of data without system downtime. 
In this paper, we propose an advanced online snapshot 
technique to enhance the overall system performance. The SVM 
has taken relatively long time according to the size of the logical 
volume in performing a snapshot creation or deletion operation. 
Additionally it consumed more time to perform a normal UO 
operation on the original data with snapshot than without 
snapshot. I n  order to solve the problems described above, we 
update the metadata structure of SVM and enhance the 
performance hy reduang the execution time of snapshot creation: 
snapshot deletion, and normal UO operation with snapshot. Also, 
we can provide confidence of system by ensuring that all UO 
operations have same performance regardless of ex?stence of 
snapshot. 
Keywords - SAN, Volume Manager, Snapshot 
1. Introduction 
Paradigm shili to information society has made information 
to be enlarged. and it has .required high performance data 
processing system. Storage Area Network (SAN) i s  a system 
environment proposed to overcome problems caused by those 
environments. SAN with fiber channel interface connects a 
number of storage devices with many computer systems 
independently. From this, very fast data access service, 
scalability and availability of both storage and computing 
power are available. 
However, SAN itself can't utilize its embedding power fully 
In order to utilize full benefits of SAN, many other features are 
needed. Since many computer systems and a number of 
storage devices are inter-connected with each other, a 
centralized management system i s  needed to manage its 
physical components in SAN enbjironment efficiently. 
Additionally, since a number of computer systems share Same 
storage devices, it i s  also needed to control those computer 
systems correctly in SAN. 
File systems and logical volume managers used before 
SAN's appearance can be applied to these environments in 
which only one computer system manages a number of storage 
devices. After SAN's appearance, many file systems and 
logical volume managers has been researched. Global File 
System (GFS). Veritas Cluster File System and SANtopia File 
System are representative tile systems suppolting the SAN [4, 
5, 131. Also, Pool Driver, Veritas Cluster Volume Manager 
and SANtopia Volume Manager are representative logical 
volume managers and can be used in the SAN L4.5. 131. 
Logical volume manager groups a number c1i disks into a 
large virtual logical volume. A logical vvlume can have one of 
various software RAID levels according ti l  i t s  necessity in 
order to provide availability o f  data or performance of VO 
operations. In  addition, logical volume manager has to support 
various online management features for the non-stop system 
environment [ 131. 
SANtopia Volume Manager (SVM) i s  a storage clustering 
software supporting SAN environment and implemented in 
Linux operating system. SVM provides various online 
management features including online-resizing of a logical 
volume andonline snapshot [13]. 
In this paper, we propose a method for enhancing the 
snapshot performance of the SVM. The SVM has taken 
relatively long time according to the size of the logical volume 
in performing a snapshot creation or deletion operation. 
Additionally it consumed more time to perform a normal VO 
operation on the original data with snapshot than without 
snapshot. These natures of snapshot operations are similar in 
most logical volume managers. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we describe the method for providing the snapshot 
Feature and problems in previous SVM. In section 3. we 
explain the new efficient method for snapshot feature 
proposed in this paper. Finally in section 4, we conclude with 
brief summary and our contribution. 
2. SANtopia Volume Manager 
2. I .  System Architecture 
A logical volume i s  simply the grouping of several storage 
devices into what appears to be a single large storage device. 
The logical volume i s  represented as a block device node and 
can be used just like a real device. Every I10 operation 
specifies a device and block number pair. A request for a 
logical device and block must be mapped to a physical device 
and block for the low level disk driver. 
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Figure 1. The structure of metadaia 
OriainalMap 
This mapping is done by a logical volume manager in the 
kernel. A logical volume can be configured to have various 
RAID levels. 
The SVM consists of configuration manager, mapping 
manager, free space manager, InputJOutput manager and 
distributed lock manager. The configuration manager collects 
various storage devices connected with SAN according to the 
user request, and creates a logical volume that is a virtual 
large block device. The mapping manager maps the logical 
address to the corresponding physical address. The logical 
address is an address that other parts of the system use to 
access the logical volume.' The free space manager processes 
the allocation or deallocation of a physical block (or extent). 
The InputJOutput manager performs real 110 operations 
appropriate to the RAID level of underlying logical volume. 
Finally, the distributed lock manager controls the concurrent 
access of data from a number of computer systems. 
Figure I shows the structure of metadata that the SVM 
manages in a physical disk for a logical volume that consists 
of 3 physical disks. The volume label is managed by the 
configuration manager, and contains the volume name, 
informa,:.,i: ior 'disks participating in the logical volume, 
software RAID level and so on. The free space bitmap is 
managed by the free space manager, and allocated a bit per 
one block (or extent) in data area. Four mapping table is 
4 1 6 9 12 
managed by the mapping manager. Original mapping table is 
for address mapping in normal UOoperations. Other snapshot 
mapping tables are for address mapping in snapshot UO 
operations. As shown in the figure, the SVM supports at most 
three snapshots. 
2.2.  Problems 
In current computing environment, it is very important to 
support non-stop services. The SVM provides online 
snapshot feature for supporting non-stop services. The 
snapshot technique eliminates the downtime of system that 
can be caused by backup of data, by storing the status of data 
at specific time. After creation of snapshot, if any data is 
updated, the SVM allocates a block or extent from free data 
area and copy the original data block to the newly allocated 
block. This technique is so called as Copy-On-Write (COW) 
technique. 
Figure 2 shows steps for performing update 110 operation on 
a logical volume with snapshot. When user requests to create 
a snapshot, the SVM copies the original mapping table to an 
appropriate snapshot mapping table according to the snapshot 
creation order. After completion of snapshot creation, user 
can update a data block. 
%WShOiMW 4 1  6 9 1 2  
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When an update operation is issued on a logical volume with 
snapshot, the SVM has to check if the update operation on the 
data block i s  first update operation after creation of snapshot. 
If so, the SVM must perform COW operation. For this 
decision, the SVM compares the original mapping entry to the 
snapshot entry. At this time, if all  three snapshots were created, 
the number of comparison is three. If any mapping entry for 
snapshots i s  same with the original mapping entry, this means 
that the data block is first updated after creation of 
corresponding snapshot(s1. In other words, COW operation is 
needed for the corresponding snapshot(s). The COW 
operation allocates a new data block, copy the contents of the 
original data block to the newly allocated data block. and 
updates the corresponding snapshot mapping entry to point to 
the newly allocated data block. When the COW operation i s  
completed, the update WO operation is performed on the 
original data block. In  figure 2 ,  an update 110 operation is 
issued on the logical block 2.  
The size of the original mapping table i s  determined by the 
capacity of underlying physical disk and consists of several 
blocks with 512 byte unit size. Therefore, VO operations on 
four disk blocks are needed in order to compare four mapping 
information. T h i s  means that the time consumed in mapping a 
logical address to the physical address i s  four times when all 
allowed snapshots are existed. This different time consuming 
in mapping makes it difficult to support confident services in 
enterprise computing environments. 
In case a snapshot i s  no more useful, user can request to 
remove the snapshot. The removal of a snapshot requires 
deallocation of data blocks allocated for COW operations. For 
this deallocation, the SVM compares each mapping entry for 
the snapshot to mapping entries for other snapshots and 
original mapping entry. If a mapping entry for the snapshot i s  
different from all other entries. the corresponding data block 
can be deallocated because the data block i s  only used for the 
removed snapshot. Similar to comparison for checking the 
needs of COW operation, four times of comparisons per each 
mapping entry are required to determine that a data block 
allocated for the snapshot can be deallocated. 
3. Advanced snapshot method 
In this section, we propose a new snapshot method to solve 
the problems described in section 2.2. The new method always 
consumes same time to map a logical address to the 
Corresponding physical address regardless of existence of 
snapshots and the number of snapshots. The reason is that the 
new method ensures that only one disk UO operation i s  
sufficient to determine necessity of COW operation at 
snapshot creation time and deallocation of data blocks 
allocated for snapshots at snapshot deletion time. This can 
enhance overall system performance and confidence of  
services. 
We update the structure of mapping table in new snapshot 
method. The updated Structure of mapping table i s  shown in 
figure 3. 
As shown in figure I, in the structure of mapping table for 
previous SVM, data blocks for original mapping infimnation 
are listed i n  continuous manner and then data blocks for 
mapping information of tirst, second and third snapshot 
follows in turn. From this structure of mapping table, four disk 
UO operations are needed for comparison of mapping 
information at worst case. 
However, as shown in figure 3, in the updated structure of 
mapping table, a pair of mapping entries for original, snapshot 
I, snapshot 2 and snapshot 3 is integrated. In this structure, one 
unit block with the size of  512 bytes can contain I 6  integrated 
mapping entries. The calculation i s  following. 
The nrrmber of inregroted mopping entries per one unit block 
= 5 / 2  bytes/((;Y bytes per one tmpping e n r v )  * 4 Pnrrie.5) ( I) 
When user requests to create a snapshot, the SVM 
determines snapshot number. After determining the snapshot 
number, the SVM reads the mapping table blocks into memory 
in turn. After reading of each mapping table block, for each 
integrated mapping entry, the SVM copy the first 8 bytes that 
is a original mapping information to the position at 8*snapshot 
number. After completion of coping for all mapping table 
blocks, the snapshot creation operation is completed. 
Snapshot SnaDEhot SnaDsho! 
Original 1 2 3 
Map MW Map Map 
Logical Block # 
Figure 3. New Structure of mapping table 
r MapPing Table 
Dala'Area I 
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When user issues an update VO operation on original logical 
volume with snapshot(s), lhe SVM reads corresponding 
mapping table block into the memory to perform address 
mapping from logical address to physical address. The 
mapping table block contains a l l  information needed to 
determine whether COW operation i s  required. The 
information contains a l l  snapshot mapping information as well 
as original mapping information. We can see that only one 
disk VO is sufficient for this determination. 
Additionally, if user requests delete operation on a snapshot. 
the SVM must compare the snapshot mapping information 
corresponding to the snapshot with all other mapping 
information. T h i s  comparison operation requires also only one 
disk VO operation per each mapping block. 
4. Conclusions 
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